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The Perfect Outdoor Kitchen 

by Peter Lobred 

Here are the latest trends in creating an area for cooking and entertaining outdoors 

It should come as no surprise that Wayne Franks, a former executive in the high-tech sector, 

stresses the need for planning and the use of innovation in his current business, Outdoor 
Homescapes of Houston. For more than a decade now, Franks has put his past career to good 
use, first in developing relationships with his clientele to ensure they’re pleased with the project, 

and secondly, enabling them to envision exactly what they want from their outdoor kitchen.  
 
Through interactive software, Wayne’s clients can plan out 

their new backyard, right down to the location of the 
shrubbery.  
 

And, to Wayne, nothing is more important than a plan, 
whether it’s short-term or long-term, to ensure a satisfied — 
even ecstatic — customer. A good plan is not only essential; 

it can cut overall costs and, through a phased approach, 
even enable homeowners to start their dream project 
sooner rather than later. The result is money well spent, 

with an eye toward the ultimate vision, versus a haphazard 
planting here and there. 
 

Recently, Wayne spoke to Timber Homes Illustrated about the latest in outdoor kitchen 
materials, design options, utility and lighting challenges, and exactly where to locate that 
unsightly garbage can. 

 
Timber Homes Illustrated: When in the home building process should consumers consider 
outdoor living spaces? 

Wayne Franks: Consumers should start the planning for outdoor living spaces in the beginning 
when they are working with their architect. Some architects don’t focus on the outdoor living 
space. Find a firm or individual that specializes in the outdoor living area that can work with the 

architect. Utilities such as water, electric and natural gas need to be accounted for before the slab 
is poured. As an example, there may be several places to plumb for gas such as a fireplace that is 
away from the grill, or a water feature set away from the sink in the kitchen, or electrical to 

power the pump of the water feature that is positioned away from the electrical power needed for 
the outlets in the outdoor kitchen.  
 

Consideration needs to be planned for drainage and grading of the yard so these elements don’t 
have to be done over again.  That’s the bottom line: You don’t want to have to redo any of these 
items.  

  
THI: What are your clients looking for?   
WF: The reason homeowners come to my 

company is that they realize they need a 
comprehensive plan. We are a true 
design-build firm. We manage 

construction from conception to finish and 
everything in between. We even represent 
the client through the homeowners’ 

association or subdivision architectural 
committee process. This week we put over 

30 masons, electricians, plumbers, 
carpenters and landscapers to work on our 
projects.  

 
We specialize in using an architectural 
software package that gives our client an 

exact 3-D rendering of their present 
situation and another rendering that has 
the new desired components such as an outdoor kitchen, retaining walls, stamped concrete, 

arbor, roof and waterfall. They actually see and can walk through their new “homescape” before 
the first shovel touches the ground. 
 

THI: Take us through a typical design process. 
WF: I’ll often get contacted through a referral or maybe from someone who’s seen our web site. I 
try to qualify the consumer a bit, not from a selling perspective but because these are not “have-

to” projects. By that, I mean that these can be projects that owners may be curious about but not 
ready to complete. Then I follow what I call my “Design Process Statement of Work.” I go out to 
the site complimentary for an hour or two just to see what they’re thinking about and to make 

sure we have a rapport. A good relationship and smooth free-flowing dialogue are very important 
to me.   
 

After that initial visit, I’ll have them take a “decompress 
time” where I’ll say, “Mrs. Jones, take a bit of time. You 
and your husband or significant other should talk it over, 

and I’ll make a note to call you in three to five days to 
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see how you feel about my value to your project.” In the 
meantime, I send them a “virtualizer” or software with a picture of a generic patio where they can 
then pick out colors and textures for their patio. Another site I send them has plants that thrive in 

our region. I also suggest that they do a search on the Internet for websites of landscape and 
outdoor kitchens.  
 

My clients are now able to show me pictures of what they want, the location in the yard, and the 
size. If we decide to continue with the project, that’s when we would have a lengthy, intensive 
meeting of two to four hours that leads into the development of the actual design renderings and 

blueprints.  
 
THI: What are some of the common elements or features customers request for outdoor 

kitchens? 
WF: Outdoor kitchens are all about lifestyle and usage. We can pick the actual appliances in an 
hour or so, but we really want to plan out the design according to their lives and how they’ll use 

this space. Do they entertain a lot? Who do they entertain? Business? Large family? Small 
children? Teens? I find that for couples about 45 and up, they’re primarily entertaining couples. 
For younger couples, they’re entertaining couples with kids, and all of a sudden you’ve got a 

bunch of people and need lots of seating space. Retaining walls are a great design feature. It 
gives more people a place to sit casually, and it carries the theme of stone, that may be in the 
front of the house. The project looks like part of the initial build of the house and not an 

afterthought. 
     
THI: What appliances and materials are used? 

WF: My clients want to sit out there and enjoy their 
kitchen space. Maintenance-free is what they’re looking 
for. Everything is stainless steel. We put in drawers and 

doors, even for the trash can. Garbage cans can look 
unsightly so we have them hidden in a pull-out drawer.  
 

Obviously grills are a big item. But frequently I will have 
home-owners come to me and say, “We need the 
biggest grill possible.” And I will say, “Mr. Jones, no 

offense, but do you think you can cook 12 to 15 decent-
sized steaks all at one time, making sure you get them 
rare, medium or medium-well for each individual guest 

of yours?” We have to consider the size grill that works 
best for the owners and their usage.  
 

As for other items in the kitchen, I will put in a sink to wash hands and rinse essentially. If you go 
for more in terms of drainage requirements, it gets to be expensive. I’m not seeing dishwashers 
or really large sinks too often. What I am seeing are power burners off to the side that give you 

the opportunity to blacken fish and chicken, boil crawfish and shrimp. Also, I will design the 
counter so we can sink the power burner down a foot so you can stir the pot and still look at what 
you are stirring. All of a sudden, instead of saying, “Hey, come on over, we’re grilling out,” you 

can put a theme to your entertaining: “We’re having a shrimp boil tonight.” This is really about a 
lifestyle and entertaining, not just cooking. 
 

As for the materials in the kitchen space, stamped or stained concrete is the most popular floor 
texture right now. And with #3 rebar in the substructure of the concrete and proper installation, 
the concrete can last 10 to 20 years. It’s durable, and you’re going to have fireplaces and some 

other heavy items going on top of this floor. 
 
THI: You mention fireplaces. 

Is that just one way to ensure 
that an outdoor kitchen can be 
used more often?  

WF: Fireplaces are a common 
option. Down here, they’re for 
ambience. But that’s a big part 

of what we’re designing. We’re 
not just building a kitchen like 
the back of the restaurant; 

these are part of the lifestyle 
for these owners. I design 
rooms to entertain in. 

Precipitation is a big 
consideration for frequent 
usage. When it rains down 

here, it rains hard. I like to 
protect these spaces with a 
roof. 

 
THI: What do you recommend 
for lighting an outdoor 

kitchen? 
WF: When we put in a roof or overhead structure, we go with overhead lighting from the ceiling 
or exposed beams. Other times, if there’s no roof, we might go from the backsplash. If more light 

is needed, we’ll uplight around the patio. We don’t want flood lights here because those are just 
blinding.  
 

THI: What is needed in terms of utilities? 
WF: If you’re adding this space as part of new home construction, utilities aren’t a problem in 
terms of adding to your budget or cost. I’ve had to get real creative for existing homeowners. 

Once we had to run water from the existing kitchen indoors. Sometimes we get the gas for the 
grill from the inside gas fireplace. The biggest thing in terms of utilities really is the gas. You don’t 
want to get a great grill out there and constantly being changing tanks of propane.  

 
THI: What are some cost ranges, including how much goes into design and overall construction? 
WF: For what I do and the houses I work on, I am going to be at the upper end price-wise. 

Typically these outdoor living spaces are $25,000 to $75,000 projects. They can be done in 
phases over time if you plan it out well according to you budget. 
Very rarely is an outdoor kitchen ever less than $9,000 for design and construction. Of course, 

that would not include a deck, any landscape or any roof.   
 
THI: What is the most surprising thing for consumers considering an outdoor kitchen? 

WF: I’d say the details involved in the whole project, whether it’s moving an underground 
sprinkler system or looking at your drainage situation can surprise some people. The number of 
contractors involved can also come as a surprise. I’ll ask them if they’re aware that I’ll be bringing

sometimes seven or more different contractors in—for concrete, a stamper, someone for 
irrigation, a plumber, a carpenter, a mason and an electrician. Most of my clients are slightly 
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overwhelmed with the actual scope for what they really want to do. They’re educated consumers 
and they want to plan. 
 

THI: What is the timeframe for a typical design and construction process on an outdoor kitchen? 
WF: I would say there isn’t really a typical length of a project. We might spend three weeks on 
the design, and then for construction, each of these components takes a week—and that’s with 

perfect weather. So we can get up to 60 days or more quickly. 
 
THI: How did you personally get involved in the business? 

WF: I was an executive in the high-tech sector for 20 years and retired 10 years ago. One day I 
had a conversation with my neighbor: He was going into outdoor lighting and asked if I could ride 
along with him sometime. The outdoor lighting was always the last step for the project. We were 

frequently delayed for our part of the install. I could see pretty quickly that there was a need for a 
general contractor to handle the backyard. I saw so many homeowners frustrated with the lack of 
coordination and integration of all the components that would flow and be one solution. That’s 

what I did on the high-tech sector; I integrated multi-million dollar networks into one solution for 
one customer.  
 

THI: Anything you’d like to share with our readers who may be considering an outdoor area or 
kitchen space? 
WF: Hire somebody who gives you a well thought-out plan. Don’t just put in an eight-foot kitchen 

without thinking about it. Just as you’d hire an architect for building indoors, you need a designer 
for the outdoors.  
 

THI: What gives you the greatest satisfaction in what you do? 
WF: I have a family, and I know I am dealing with a person’s family and their personal lives. 
When we’re finishing these projects, I’ll have customers who just come up and actually hug me. It 

makes me feel like I am making an impact on their family life. Some even have said, “Wayne, this 
is my favorite room in the house.” THI 
 

To learn more about Outdoor Homescapes of Houston, including a firsthand look at the software 
Wayne Franks utilizes and his company’s “Design Process Statement of Work,” check out the web 
site www.outdoorhomescapes.com. The phone number is (713) 569-1341. 

 
The May issue of Timber Homes Illustrated is currently available on newsstands and in 
bookstores. To purchase it directly from the publisher, call (800) 258-0929. To subscribe so you 

can receive the magazine starting with its next issue, click here. 
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